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MSC Digital
•

Independent and vendor agnostic

•

Formed specifically to assist the UK Public Sector It’s not just our speciality, it’s all we do

•

First came together in 2014/15 during the
Cabinet Office Technology Transformation (COTT)
programme

•

We know government because we came from
government

•

We have designed, built and delivered some of the
most innovative technology in Whitehall
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DELIVERY

Cabinet Office Technology Transformation
•

Changed government approach to technology in a
transformational way

•

Challenged and re-set Treasury, legal, procurement,
commercial and security paradigms and practices

•

Moved expensive legacy outsourced technology
environment to a cloud-delivered platform

•

Won the 2016 TW3 (The Way We Work) Award for
Technology

•

Now used as a shared platform by several
government departments, totalling over 15,000 users
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The last five years
Since 2014 we have:
•

Transformed technology platforms for nine
government departments

•

Improved the IT experience for over 40,000 civil
servants

•

Saved over £40 million for HMG and the British tax
payer

•

Led the way for government technology
transformation
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Our Digital future demands flexible technology
•

Digital transformation is increasingly seen as a way
to improve services, introduce new services, and
save money

•

HMG has several dozen digital transformation
programmes underway, costing around £38 billion*

•

Things move very quickly in the digital world but
technology hasn’t kept up

•

Much legacy technology cannot support the digital
transformation initiatives

•

Your organisation wants (needs) to be agile but your
legacy infrastructure is the exact opposite
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* Institute for Government

Government Technology Innovation Strategy
•

The Strategy clearly identifies that we need to use:
“flexible technology components and
platforms to create an environment
where emerging technologies can be
used and integrated at scale”
“In order to scale solutions using
emerging technologies, we need . . .
flexible technical infrastructure that
can change and evolve to meet the
needs of more flexible, data-driven
services.”
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Legacy technology is an obstacle
to your digital ambitions
•

Complicated and tightly-integrated

•

Hand provisioned - often with heavily bespoke
elements

•

Difficult and expensive to secure
(and often noncompliant as a result)

•

Requires specialist expertise to maintain and support
(even just for updates and patching)

•

Won’t scale easily to support business requirements

•

Can’t be quickly or easily changed – limits our ability
to innovate using emerging technologies
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Over £400 billion of
the Government’s
operating revenues
are reliant on legacy
technology*
* National Audit Office

Great things happen when you stop thinking
of the cloud as a data centre
•

Embracing Public Cloud

•

The Internet is more than “OK”

•

Zero-trust architecture

•

Allowing users to use public Wi-Fi anywhere they are

•

Implementing “sensible” security

•

Giving users a choice about applications and devices

•

Self-service application deployment

•

Automated updates and patching
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The challenge in a nutshell . . .

Our guy

Our thing
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Pinball machine of infrastructure
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More technology, less infrastructure
Cloud PSN Gateway
(for legacy use)
Cloud-based print services

SaaS applications

Hosted services
(AWS, Azure or GCP)

VoIP Telephony (via internet)

Cloud Unified Endpoint
Management (UEM/MDM)

Cloud Identity &
Access Management (IdAM)

Modern wireless end-user devices
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Cloud Office Productivity suite
(O365 or G-Suite)

Every site is essentially an “Internet Café”

How do we get from here to there?
•

Intervene – stop all the bad stuff happening

•

Understand your legacy environment

•

Build a register - map legacy services to cloud
offerings

•

Forget what has gone before and design around
services (not pieces of infrastructure)

•

Take a modular approach

•

Look for services that are flexible and adaptable

•

Procure standardised, commodity components

•

Focus on your endpoints not the transport mechanism

•

An Agile approach is essential – plan enough to start
and re-plan based on your learnings
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How do we get from here to there?
Service

Current platform

New platform

Domain controllers

Hosted on prem at Data Centres

IdAM

Active Directory

AD servers on prem at Data Centres

IdAM and UEM

Distributed File System (DFS)

DFS file servers on prem at Data Centres

AWS

F5 security appliances

Physical appliances on prem at Data
Centres

IdAM and UEM

Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)

PKI servers on prem at Data Centres

UEM (end-user device cert) and
AWS (certificates as a service)

Multifactor authentication

DUO servers on prem at Data Centres

IdAM

Certificate Servers

Servers on prem at Data Centres

UEM

Software licensing

Servers on prem at Data Centre

UEM

SCCM

Servers on prem at Data Centres

UEM

Jamf

Servers on prem at Data Centres

UEM
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Why Hybrid is a predicament not a strategy
•

Still requires specialist expertise

•

Doesn’t unlock the benefits

•

Gets you even deeper into the Data Centre business

•

A “lift & shift” of your infrastructure without making it
cloud native just moves the problem elsewhere

•

Beware of “hiding” legacy infrastructure – these
“solutions” offer temporary escape routes

•

Most add to the overall complexity of your technology
rather than reducing it
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You’re not just changing the tech
Putting legacy technology in public cloud without having an
appetite for major culture change can leave you failing to
realise almost any benefit of public cloud
You also need to change the way you:
• think about technology
• procure technology
• deploy, manage and support technology
• secure your technology

PS: Be ready to encounter a lot of FUD* and disinformation
about where you can and can’t host your data and services
* FUD: Fear, uncertainty, and doubt
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Key points to consider (1)
•

Make everything as simple as you can (fewest possible
moving parts)

•

Strive for cloud-native. If you have to compromise, do
so knowingly and by choice

•

Automate environments, configuration and testing
wherever practical

•

Technology transformation is only truly successful
when not constrained by legacy architecture

•

You need the freedom to genuinely consider any
technology solution, service or product

•

Choose the best thing for the user and then worry
about how to secure it or procure it
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Key points to consider (2)
•

Eliminate as much technical debt as early as possible - it
is exponential cost that won’t go away

•

Proactively manage legacy systems so they don’t
become urgent issues

•

Ensure your team clearly understand where you are
heading (and why). Take them on the journey

•

Develop your internal capability at the same time as you
are transforming your tech

•

Budget and skill-up for iterative, continuous improvement

•

Take advantage of quick, cheap and easy improvements

•

Be brave and keep your eye on the prize
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Thank you for your time today

info@mscdigital.co.uk
mscdigital.co.uk
@MSC_Digital

